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In Loving Memory Of Our Founder, Dr. Cindy Cook
We will greatly miss her vast knowledge, clinical experience, compassion, and philanthropic spirit. We will continue to honor her memory by providing the highest quality of care to our patients.
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Experts in Compassionate Care 
Specializing in the Treatment of Animal Eyes with Knowledge & Compassion
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Veterinary Vision Animal Eye Specialists
PROVIDING PET CARE EXPERTISE TO THE SAN FRANCISCO & SAN CARLOS AREA SINCE 1991
We are here to improve and preserve your pet's visual health and comfort while also providing premier customer service to the pet parents. We strive to promote awareness and education about eye disease to veterinarians and the public. Our services and resources reflect the highest quality of medicine possible. 
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What Do Animals See
One of the most common questions we are asked is “How well do animals see?” Learn more information on this topic at the link below.

Learn More
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Learn About Eye Diseases
Animals have many of the same eye problems as we do. Learn about the different types of common eye diseases.

Learn More
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Considering Cataract Surgery
If you are considering cataract surgery for your pet, learn more about the background and process at the link below. 
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Purpose Statement
The Ideals that Guide Our Actions and Our Policies
	To improve and preserve the visual health and comfort of our animal patients.

	 To communicate with our clients as partners in their animal’s well-being.

	 To promote awareness and education about eye disease in pets to veterinarians and the public.

	 To maintain a respectful and professional environment where expertly trained professionals can practice the highest quality of medicine possible.
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